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PRETDTNARY RZPORT· 01 'rBE 1JJIZRAU) PROPERTY.
SOUTH OF SAIKO. B. C., WI'l'H SPJCCIAL RJID.R-,
ENOE TO ''l'tJNGSTBN KINBRALIZATION.
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Reterenoe: G.S.C. K_oir 172, Geology end Jlineral Deposit.
ot Se.lmo )lap-area, Brit1sh Colum.bia, 1. Y. Walker.

At the ti.e ot eD1ll1nation b7 J. F. Walker 1n 1934

this property was ot interest only With reterence to lead-zinc JI1neraliza-

tiOD. As. result of this Jl.o1r 1'12 makes no ment10n ot the particular
I

cond1t1oJUI With which tungsten m1neralizat1on is 8.8sociated. Consider-

able underground developmen.t was done over a per10d ot years 1n the .earch

tor le.d-zinc but none ot this work appears to be ot use i11 the present

connection.

The property oonsists ot the tollowing Crown.-

grant,a. claims: 1ersey, Gold Standard. Standard tract1on, EDlerell,

Emerald tract1on, Morn1ng, Sunsh1ne, Dodger, Inv1ncible, JOD Trotter,

:lmpire. Picltw1ck, Ronl Canad1an, Last Chance. Mark IfapleY', Kina Alf're4,

King Solomon and .everal other. which are held by right ot location. The

Crcnm-gr8.1lted olaims ewer the pr1ncipal showings ot lead-zinc JUineral1za-

t10n as well .a those in which scheelite occurs.

The property 1s located 8 miles south ot the town

otSalmo and is accessible trom t1:at centre by good r.d. Old camp ou.i14-

inga are be1ng renovated at the present time and 11111 proTide accomm.odation

tor ten to titteen men. Little t1mber i8 available OD. the cla1ms, but lum

ber can 'be 8eAred trom 8. saw mill located on the main rcad Within 4: miles

ot the property. Water aupply i8 sufticient tor 40meatic needs only and.



any milling operation of major proportions would hawe to be either on

Sheep Creek, on the south fork of the Sa1J.n.o;' river or on the Salmo# river

itself. To move ore from the mine to any of these mill sites would neces

sitate either construction of aerial tram or improved conditions for road

haulage.

The area is underlain by rocks of the Pend d 'Oreille

series of white or blue grey limestones and dark argillites or argillaceous

limestones intruded by the granites of the Nelson batholith. The sediments

strike generally at north 15 to 20 degrees east and dip from 15 to 60 degrees

eastward. The granite intrusions display cont acts which follow the strike

of the sediments approximately. There is no definite proof tmt there is

any relation between the igneous and sedimentary members by which the granite

bodies could be termed sills although there is a definite tendency for the

granite masses to be elongated in the directi on of the s trike of the s edi

ments. Recrystallization of the sediments bas proceeded to a marked degree

especially in the neighborhood of the granitic contacts or where the sedi

ments have been especially susceptible to change. Also, at or near the con

tacts there has been marked development of the usual assemblage of' minerals

typical of metamorphic conditions, namely pyroxenes, amphiboles, garnets,

epidote and mi ca. Within the susceptible bands of sedimen ts, apparently

often at considerable distances from the granitic contacts, these evidences

of metamorphism are repeated. This is noticeable especially in four bands

of sediments which outcrop along the hillside and which have been termed

tentatively as "metamorphic bands".
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The old underground workings and the present sur-

face showings are located in or on a 35 degree hillside which faces west

ward; this means that the contours of t he hill and the strike of the sedi

ments are approximately conformable. Rock exposures are exceptionally good

and it is possible to trace the various members of the sedimentary series with

little difficulty. Well up on the hillside at elevations above 4450 feet the

old workings for the development of lead-zinc mineralization were driven in

massive white, grey or blue limestones. Below these rocks in the series, and

generally lower down the hill, are the exposures of sedimentary manbers in

which 0 ccurs the tungsten mineralizati on. Again below these members, and

extending to the floor of the valley, is the main granite mass.

Mineralizaticn by scheelite, commonly associated with

small amounts of molybdenite, has been discovered both in the metamorphic

bands and at direct contacts between the granite and the sediments. The

original discovery of scheelite was made in the metamorphic bands. These

strike slightly east of north, out crop one above the other, on the slope

of the hillside, in measures which underlie the limestone in which the

original lead-zinc mineralization was developed. The present natural

exposures indicate that there are four of these bands and that they vary

in width from 5 to perhaps 50 feet. The highest one follows the 4600 contour

approximately and is exposed over a length of some 350 feet. The next is ex

pQged just below the 4550 contour, swings uphill slightly to the east on its



southward extension and apparently joins the top band; the total indicated

length for this second band is in the order of 1000 feet. The third lowest

band is exposed at an elevation of 4425 feet at the north end and is ex

posed from here for at least 500 feet to the south along the contour.

The lowest of the four bands is exposed irregularly for a length of ap

prOXimately 1500 feet at elevations which V'"dry from 4275 to 4325 feet.

Examination of the "metamorphic bands" by the ultra

violet lamp showed that the scheelite mineralization is finely disseminated

in all cases. No where was it seen in form sufficiently massive to perm.!t

selective mining of high-grade tungsten ore. The individual isolations of

the minerali zation seldom exceed a quarter of an inch in any dimension and

are generally of a size considerably smaller than this. The fluorescence

varies from tin white to almost an orange-yellow and considerable difficulty

was encountered in correlating assay results and the amount of fluorescence

until it was established that there has been development of powellite as

a secondary mineral from molybdenite. Even yet the gradation in colour from

the tin white to the orange-yellow has not been standardized and there is

still doubt as to the lowest degree of yellow which may be evidenced and

still be indicative of pure sCheelite. There appears to be little concentra

tion of 8cheelite within any particular part of the "metamorphic bands" except

that it may be less in some sections where alteration has not been as intense

as usual. This condition occurs sometime toward the foot-wall side where

there tends to be a gradational phase outward from the zones of intense al

teration. Apart from this the scheelite may occur anywhere within the full

width of the zone.
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Since the original discovery of scheelite in the

"metamorphic bands" it has also been discovered along a contact between the

sediments and granite at an elevation of approximately 4225 feet. This lowest

showing lies on the hillside below all of the "metamorphic bands" and is thus

the nearest to the main body of granite which outcrops in the valley floor.

Some years ago the contact between the two rock types was explored by open

cutting and by one 80 foot crosscut adit. The indicated le~th of scheelite

mineralization along this contact is slig htly over 800 feet. Examination with

the lamp shows fluorescence in each of seven cuts along the contact and in the

adit which is at the extreme southem end of the length at a depth of 40 feet

below the surface. In six of the seven cuts the rock exposed is sedimentary.

limy in nature and oxidized to considerable degree. Apparently there was con

siderable primary mineralizaticn of the sediments from the granite by various

iron sulphides J principally pyrite. arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite. In the cases

of these old cuts these sulphides have become decomposed with resultant heavy

staining of the rocks. The scheelite appears to be closely associated with

the sulphides and to occur ei ther alo~ fractures or shearing within the sedi

ments or as disseminated mineralization through the silicified contact zone.

In the first connection it seems unlikely that the fractures or shears can be

expected to extend more than a short distance from the granite contact or that

they are more than erratic occurrences which may provide occasional concentra

tions of scheelite. The disseminated occurrence of mineralization can be ex

pected to be typical. This probably extends for short distances into the granite

side of the contact but the usual preference seens to be toward the sedimentary

side and in the silicified contact zone where identification of the original

rock is now generally tmpossible.
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In the 80 toot crosscut adit driven eastward at the

south end ot the 800 toot length tresh rock contains amounts of scheelite ap

parently comparable to the best seen on the sm-face. In this adit silicitica-

ti on has been so extreme that it is not possi ble to establish the contact between

the two rock types; the portal is probably in sediments and it is clear that

the tace is in granite. Scheelite mineralization, crosscut by this adit ex

tends over 9 teet 2 inches on one wall and over 15 teet on the opposite wall.

The contacts ot the mineralization are irregular; a shearing which appears to

prOVide the westward limit strikes north 70 degrees east, while the line ot

the eastern side is approximately north 5 degrees east. It will be noted that

the strike ot the westward contact varies considerably trom the established

strike ot the granite sedimentary contact and the general strike ot the sedi

ments while that at the eastward contact ot the mineralization almost conforms.

The most nortlnvard cut on the contact zone, and the

only surface work to have been done recently, shows additional tresh rock in

which there is mineralization by scheelite. As in the crosscut adit this tresh

rock is heavily silicitied and most ot the original characteristics are obli

terated. Across the exposed width ot 3C) teet there are several bands which

are almost pure quartz and one band which is apparently oxidized and rusted

argillaceous material; t he remainder is apparently granite host rock in

tensely silicified. Across this entire width stro~ scheelite mineraliza-

tion is maintained. 'llhere is soma doubt as to the dip ot the granite-sediment

contact and hence some doubt as to the true width which this 30 toot opencut

represents. Locally it appears that the granite contact di};S to the west at

approximately 60 degrees; it this is correct it would reduce the exposed width
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ot the zone to 15 teet. However, the opencut ha s not yet determined the

eastward limit for the scheelite mineralization which is just as strong at

the present eastward face of the cut as elsewhere in the exposed width.

SAMPLING. The writer took representative sanpIES from three

ot the metamorphic bands, principally in an effort to establish the dis

tinctions between the fluorescence of scheelite and powellite. Detailed
~

results on these samples are of interest.

No. 244: From the highest metamorphic band-in

which are the best showings of molybdenite--at station 176,selected canary

yellow fluorescence: Oxide of tungsten--trace. MoS2 (not yet reported).

No. 245: On the same band, 20 feet north of station

176, sample containing MoS2 coated with material which displayed typical

canary yellow fluorescence; Oxide of tungsten--trace. MoS2 (not yet

reported) •

No. 246: On the same band, at station 179, sample

- containing heavy MoS2 coated with material displaying deep canary fluorescence:

Oxide of tungsten--trace. MoS2 (not yet reported).

No. 247: At the sane location as No. 246; sample

of quartz stringer, shOWing no MoB 2 , displaying medium yellow fluorescence.

Oxide of tungsten--3.8%. It is to be noted that this type of fluorescence

was not confined only tothis stringer but shows as well OVEr the width of

the band. The sample was selected from the stringer only because there ap

peared to be no molybdenite within its limits and the object of the sampling

was to prove that both scheelite and p owellite existed within the same part of

the zone.
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No. 248: From third lowest metamorphic band--at

crossing of band by trail--heavy ferromagnesiwn mineralization; no MoS2

visible; many small fluorescent spe cks of medium to deep yellow specks

of medium to deep yellow color; t his band reported to be 8 to 15 feet

wide; representative sample, oxide of tungsten 1.4%.

No. 249: From lowest metamorphic band, just north

of tram tower; no MoS2 visible in sample; fine dissemination of medium

yellow fluorescent specks concentrated principally within narrow darker

colored banding in the rock. Sample from darker colored bands; OXide of

tungsten 1.6%.

No. 250: Twenty feet north of sample No. 249. In

this sample the fluorescent speckB are slightly larger than in 249, are

less sharply edged; fluorescence is medium to pale yellow in color. The

scheel ite here is not confined to the dark banding to nearly the same ex

tent as in the sample 249 location but is disseminated generally across the

full width of the showing. Representative sample, Oxide of tungsten 1.4%.

In the 60 foot length of the lowest metamorphic band from

whic h samples 249 and 250 were taken the exposed width varies from 8 to 20

feet. Later sample Nos. 328 to 343 were channeled at regular intervals across

this exposure and will prOVide a true figure for grade. The locations of

these samples are indicated on the accompanying assay plan. All of them

represent surface-weathered rock, with the excepti on of 337 to 339 inclusive

and 343. At the location of these four samples the cliff face was plugged to

a depth of 12 inches.
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No. 337: Select san~le of 2 inch vertical stringer

varying from pure quartz to considerable famic content; heaVY 1'1032 ; deep

yellow fluorescence: Oxide of tungsten 1'1032.

No. 338: Select sample of 2 inch band, following

bedding, feeding from vertical stringer of sample 33? and apparently

fading to ordinary altered sediments at 18 inches from vertical stringer.

Where sampled, within the 18 inch length, replacement filling of the sedi

ments similar in nature to the 33? stringer gangue; some MoS2, Oxide of

tungten:

No. 339: Sample of altered sediments for width of

2 inches on both sides of No. 338; slight pale yellow fluorescence, No

MoS2; OXide 0 f tungsten:

No. 343: Channel down face of plugged section; this

crosses t he strike 0 f the sediments and includes samples 338 and 339, may

be taken as typical of fresh rock at this particular location; a little

pale yellow fluorescence. Oxide of tungsten:

At the present time the operator is concentrating

development on the contact zone in preference to the metamorphic bands

as the grade appears to be higher in the former occurrence although assays

are not yet available. Current sampling of the contact zone is admittedly

applicable principally to surface dimensions only because so little work

has been done below the surface. However the adit at the south end provides

reason to hope that the scheelite mineralization is a primary rather than

entirely a surface condition and that it wi 11 persist to at least shallow

depths. Locations of samples taken from this zone are indicated on the

accompanying plan.
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SUMMARY.

In summary, little can be said about the metamorphic

bands except that they represent a large tonnage in which there is s111"fi

c1ent schee11te mineralization to warrant investigation.

With regard to the contact zone the information avail-

able is that, on the surface, a condition of scheelite mineralization follows

a granite-sedimentary contact for a length of 800 feet; that widths of

mineralizati on vary up to at least 30 feet. Further, the only underground

exposure, at the extreme south end of the 800 foot length, shows scheelite

mineralization apparently as concentrated as in the surface exposures. across

an average width of 12 feet. Finally, the only new surface cut, at the extreme

north end of the 800 foot length, shows comparatively fresh rock, similar in

appearance to that in the south end adit. In this new cut strong scheelite

mineralization is exposed across a width of 30 feet, with one margin still

covered. The true vddth of this exposure is not known but it is certainly

not less than 15 feet. On the assumpt ion of a length of 800 feet, an

average width of 10 feet and a depth of 20 feet there is an indicated

tonnage of some 16,000 tons in this occurrence. The writer expects these

figures for width and depth to be improved, can see no reason why the length

should not be extended to the south, and, on the basis of fluorescence, ex

pects the tungsten grade to be higher than in the metamorphic bands.
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